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Abstract

This paper presents a heterogeneous graph
neural network (HeterGNN) model for extrac-
tive text summarization (ETS) by using latent
topics to capture the important content of in-
put documents. Specifically, topical informa-
tion has been widely used as global informa-
tion for sentence selection. However, most
of the recent approaches use neural models,
which lead the training models more complex
and difficult for extensibility. In this regard,
this study presents a novel graph-based ETS
by adding a new node of latent topics into Het-
erGNN for summarization (TopicHeterGraph-
Sum). Specifically, TopicHeterGraphSum in-
cludes three types of semantic nodes (i.e.,
topic-word-sentence) in order to enrich the
cross-sentence relations for extractive summa-
rization. Furthermore, an extended version
of TopicHeterGraphSum for multi documents
extraction is also taken into account to empha-
size the advantage of the proposed method.
Experiments on benchmark datasets such as
CNN/DailyMail and Multi-News show the
promising results of our method compared
with state-of-the-art models.

1 Introduction

ETS is an important task of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) in terms of extracting several relevant
sentences from the original documents while keep-
ing the main information. The traditional methods
for ETS are TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004)
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and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), which fo-
cus on calculating the similarity between sentence
scores. Sequentially, the rapid development of Deep
Learning (DL) has brought breakthrough records by
modeling a document as a sequence of sequences
in order to deal with long-range inter-sentence re-
lationships for the summarization (Cheng and La-
pata, 2016; Cohan et al., 2018). However, cross-
sentence relation is still a challenge in this research
field (Liu and Lapata, 2019). Recent works focus on
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) (e.g., Graph Con-
volutional Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2017)
or Graph Attention Network (GAT) (Velickovic et
al., 2018)) to explore the cross-sentence relation-
ships for the summarization task. The core idea is
to represent inter-sentential graphs and use message
passing to extract the complex relationship in the in-
put documents. For instance, (Yasunaga et al., 2017)
and (Xu et al., 2020) adopt discourse analysis to
build document graphs. (Jia et al., 2020) and (Wang
et al., 2020) built a bi-partite graph between words
and sentences, which is regarded as a heterogeneous
graph neural network. Moreover, modeling global
information is also taken into account for sentence
selection by using pre-trained models (Liu and Lap-
ata, 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).

Sequentially, (Cui et al., 2020) utilized pre-
trained BERT to learn contextual sentence represen-
tations and train jointly with latent topics using the
neural topic model (NTM). (Nguyen et al., 2021)
presents an extended version using NTM for ab-
stractive text summarization indicating the capabil-
ity of enriching the global information for the sum-
marization.



Although the existing methods have provided re-
markable results, there are several open research is-
sues that need to take into account: i) the high per-
formance mainly depends on pre-trained models for
learning sentence representations, which is difficult
for the extensibility, especially for low-resource lan-
guages; ii) the current external information (e.g, la-
tent topics) are extracted by neural models, which
requires more complex configurations of the training
process. Furthermore, the model might be suffer-
ing because of the bias problem, especially in terms
of small datasets; iii) multi-document summariza-
tion is still an open research issue, which requires a
comprehensive summary for covering an event and
avoiding redundancy. In this regard, this study pro-
poses a new HeterGNN model for the ETS problem
by adding latent topic nodes into a graph structure,
in which the initialized topic features are extracted
by well-known clustering methods such as K-means
and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). The core
idea is to investigate the impact of topical informa-
tion on the EDS problem in terms of both single
and multiple document extraction. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper is the first study to adopt
topical information for multi documents summariza-
tion by using the concept of the heterogeneous graph
structure. More detail of the proposed model is de-
scribed in the following sections.

2 Background

The proposed model is based on the concept of a
HeterGNN model, which is proposed by (Wang et
al., 2020), for enriching the relationships between
sentences by adding nodes with semantic features.
Specifically, Fig. 1 illustrates the HeterGNN for
the ETS problem. Particularly, the model includes
three main components, such as initialized graph
structure, graph layer, and sentence selection mod-
ule. Graph structure is initialized by the set of word
nodes, which is encoded using Glove (Pennington
et al., 2014) as the addition node, and sentence fea-
tures, which are calculated by combining CNN for
extracting the local n-gram feature of each sentence
and bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiL-
STM) for extracting the sentence-level feature, re-
spectively. In this regard, the feature of the sentence

Figure 1: Model overview of HeterSumGraph

sj can be obtained as follows:

Xsj = CNN(x1:p)⊕BiLSTM(x1:p) (1)

where p denotes the number of words in the sen-
tence. Moreover, tf-idf is adopted for further
approval of information between words and sen-
tences. Sequentially, the graph layer is updated us-
ing GAT(Velickovic et al., 2018), with a modifica-
tion for the heterogeneous graph. Specifically, the
updated node representation with modified GAT can
be formulated as follows:

zij = LeakyReLU(Wa[Wqhi;Wehj ; eij ]) (2)

where eij denotes the multi-dimensional embedding
space (eij ∈ Rde), which is mapped from edge
weight eij . Thereby, the sentences with their neigh-
bor word nodes are updated via modified-GAT and
Position-Wise Feed-Forward (FFN) layer, which can
be sequentially formulated as follows:

U1
s←w = GAT (H0

s , H
0
w, H

0
w)

H1
s = FFN(U1

s←w +H0
s )

(3)

where H0
w and H0

s are the node features of word
Xw (Xw ∈ Rm×dw ) and sentences Xs (Xs ∈
Rn×ds), respectively. Therefore, the new represen-
tations of word nodes can be obtained using the up-
dated sentence nodes and further updated sentences



or query nodes, iteratively. Each iteration contains
a sentence-to-word and a word-to-sentence update
process, which can be demonstrated as follows:

U t+1
w←s = GAT (Ht

w, H
t
s, H

t
s)

Ht+1
w = FFN(U t+1

w←s +Ht
w)

U t+1
s←w = GAT (Ht

s, H
t+1
w , Ht+1

w )

Ht+1
s = FFN(U t+1

s←w +Ht
s)

(4)

The output of the new sentence representation is
input into a sentence classier, which uses cross-
entropy loss, for ranking the classification.

3 Methodology

In this study, our model is proposed for single doc-
ument summarization (SDS), however, it can be ex-
tended for multi documents (MDS) with minor mod-
ifications. The methods for the two aforementioned
problems are described in the following sections.

3.1 Single Document Summarization
Given an arbitrary document d = {s1, .., sn}, which
includes n sentences, the objective of EDS for single
document problem is to predict a set of binary label
{y1, .., yn} (yj ∈ [0, 1]), which determine that the
sentence in the summary or not. Figure 2 illustrates
the structure of the proposed HeterGNN model.

Figure 2: Overview of TopicHeterGraphSum for single
document summarization. The initialized word node and
sentence node features are processed following the work
in (Wang et al., 2020). Furthermore, we provide latent
topics as addition nodes into the Hetergraph.

Specifically, compared with previous works, the
main idea of the proposed model is to enrich global

information. Accordingly, instead of using neural
models for generating latent topics, we first extract
the initialized topic feature of each document using
simple clustering methods (e.g., K-mean and GMM)
of pre-trained word embeddings (Sia et al., 2020). In
particular, the initialized topic feature is calculated
as follows:

XT = argmin
∑{

∥ c(i) − xj ∥,Kmean

θif(xj |c(i),Σi), GMM
(5)

where θi denotes topic proportions. c(i) and xj rep-
resent the cluster center and word vector, respec-
tively. Sequentially, the latent topics are put into
a graph layer for extracting semantic information.
Similar to sentence representation calculation in Eq.
3, the topic representation can be updated via modi-
fied GAT as follows:

U1
T←w = GAT (H0

T , H
0
w, H

0
w)

H1
T = FFN(U1

T←w +H0
T )

(6)

Each iteration contains word-to-sentence, sentence-
to-word, and word-to-topic for the update process,
which can be formulated as follows:
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where AT←w denotes the attention matrix from the
word node to the topic node. Subsequently, the topic
representation of the input document is calculated
by combining all topic features, which are learned
using GAT as follows:

αi =

∑Nd
n=1 c(wn) ∗Ai,n∑K

j=1

∑Nd
n=1 c(wn) ∗Aj,n

HTd
=

K∑
i=1

αi ∗HTi

(8)

where Ai,j indicates the amount of information word
j contributes to topic i. c(wn) is the frequency of wn



in the document, K is the number of topics and αi

refers to the level dominant of topic ith to the total
document-topic. Sequentially, each sentence hidden
state is integrated with the above topic vector to cap-
ture sentence-topic representation as follows:

Hsi,Td
= FFN(HTd

)⊕Hsi (9)

Finally, the output sentence-topic representation is
used for sentences classification by using cross-
entropy loss as the training objective:

L =
n∑

i=1

yilog(ŷi) + (1− yi)log(1− ŷi) (10)

3.2 Multi Documents Summarization
Currently, there are not many studies for multi-
document summarization. The main challenge of
MDS is that the input documents may differ in terms
of main focus and point of view (Fabbri et al., 2019).
Intuitively, enriching global information is able to
improve the performance of the MDS problem in
which latent topics, extracted from word nodes, are
considered for whole sentences in the multi doc-
uments. Therefore, in this paper, we take MDS
into account by extending our proposed HeterGNN
model. Fig. 3 demonstrates the modification of our
model for the multi documents. In particular, com-
pared with the original model for SDS, there are sev-
eral minor modifications. Firstly, latent topics are
generated for covering the topics of whole relevant
documents. In this regard, instead of combining all
topic features for the topic representation, we keep
each topic feature representation separately to main-
tain the information. Secondly, the word node and
sentence node are generated by a set of relevant doc-
uments, which include a list of sentences and a set
of unique words from multiple documents instead of
a single document in the SDS problem. Specifically,
supporting D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} denotes the set of
each input multi documents, the output sentence-
topic representation si is re-calculated as follows:

H̄TD
= FFN(∥K

k=1
HTk

)

Hsi,TD
= σ(FFN(H̄TD

⊕Hsi))
(11)

where K denotes the number of topics for the mul-
tiple documents and ∥ represents the concatenation

Figure 3: Overview of TopicHeterGraphSum for multi
documents summarization.

operation. Sequentially, the output matrix is trans-
formed into the vector by a flattened layer for the
final classification.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setting
Datasets: Two benchmark datasets are considered
for the evaluation such as CNN/DailyMail (Nal-
lapati et al., 2016) (single document dataset) and
Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019) (multi documents
dataset). For the data processing, we use the same
split as the work in (Wang et al., 2020). Specif-
ically, the statistics of two benchmark datasets are
illustrated in Tab. 1.

CNN/Daily Mail Multi-News
Train 287,227 44,972
Val 13,368 5,622
Test 11,490 5,622
Vocab Size 717,951 666,515

Table 1: Statistics of the evaluated datasets.

Hyperparameter Setting: Regarding the word
node generation, the vocabulary is limited to 50,000.
The tokens are initialized with 100 dimensions using
Glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). The



multi-head of the GAT layer for word-to-sentence
and word-to-topic is set to 4 and 1, respectively.
The maximum number of sentences in each docu-
ment is set to 100. The initialized dimensions of
sentence embedding and topic embedding are set to
128 and 100, respectively. The dimension of the
final output representation of all models is set to
64. Regarding the decoder process, we select top-3
for CNN/DailyMail and top-11 sentences for Multi-
News following the performance of the validation
set. Furthermore, n-gram Blocking (Liu and Lap-
ata, 2019) is also taken into account to improve the
performance. Specifically, we vary the values of n-
gram from 3 to 6 in order to determine the best re-
sults. The number of latent topics is set to 5 both
single and multi documents, respectively.

Baseline: For the SDS problem, several state-of-
the-art non-pretrained models, which have recently
introduced, are taken into account such as BAND-
DITSUM (Dong et al., 2018), JECS (Xu and Dur-
rett, 2019), HER (Luo et al., 2019), Topic Graph-
Sum (non-pretrained version) (Cui et al., 2020),
HSG (Wang et al., 2020), and Multi GraS (Jing et al.,
2021). Regarding the MDS problem, the most recent
state-of-the-art methods using pre-trained models
are proposed for abstractive summarization (Xiao et
al., 2021). Consequently, we follow the reports in
(Wang et al., 2020) to take the comparison. The
proposed model, TopicHeterGraphSum (THGS) is
executed with two versions, by adopting two clus-
tering algorithms for initialized latent topic fea-
tures, such as K-Mean (THGS-KMean) and GMM
(THGS-GMM).

4.2 Main Results

Single Document Summurization: Table 2 shows
the results of our evaluation on the CNN/DailyMail
dataset. As result, our model outperforms the state-
of-the-art models in this research field. Specifically,
the results show that initialized features of latent top-
ics by using GMM achieves better results than K-
Mean.

Multi Document Summurization: Table 3
shows the results on the Multi-News dataset for the
MDS problem. Specifically, the results indicate that
enriching global information by using latent topics is
able to improve the performance of the MDS prob-
lem.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
BANDITSUM 41.50 18.70 37.60
JECS 41.70 18.50 37.90
HER 42.30 18.90 37.90
Topic-GraphSum 41.93 19.15 38.22
HSG 42.95 19.76 39.23
Multi-GraS 43.16 20.14 39.49
THGS-Kmean (ours) 43.25 20.20 39.62
THGS-GMM (ours) 43.28 20.31 39.67

Table 2: Results on CNN/DailyMail dataset. Report re-
sults are obtained from respective papers. Bold texts in-
dicate the best results in each column.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
TextRank 41.95 13.86 38.07
LexRank 41.77 13.81 37.87
PG-BRNN 45.27 15.32 41.38
Hi-MAP 45.21 16.29 41.39
HDSG 46.05 16.35 42.08
THGS-Kmean (ours) 46.60 16.81 42.63
THGS-GMM (ours) 46.66 16.90 42.73

Table 3: Results on Multi-News dataset. Reported results
are obtained from (Wang et al., 2020). Bold texts indicate
the best results in each column.

4.3 Results with Varying Hyperparameters
We execute experiments to evaluate the impact of
important hyperparameters on the performance of
the proposed model. Due to the limitation of
our resources, we mainly focus on the Multi-News
datasets.
Iteration Numbers: In order to select the best num-
ber of iterations of GAT, we measure the perfor-
mance of different numbers of iterations on the val-
idation sets. Table 4 shows the results in which the
number of iterations ranges from 1 to 3. Accord-

Iteration R-1 R-2 R-L
1 46.16 16.57 42.05
2 46.66 16.90 42.73
3 46.53 16.87 42.67

Table 4: Results on Multi-News dataset with different
number of iteration of GAT.

ingly, the larger number of iterations does not make
a further substantial gain. Therefore, we select the
number of iterations equal to 2 for the Multi-News



datasets. In the case of the CNN/DailyMail dataset,
the number of iterations is set to 3, corresponding to
the best performance.
Number of Sentences for Decode: Normally, the
number of sentences for decoding is determined
based on the average length of the human-written
summaries. Accordingly, the average length of
CNN/DailyMail and Multi-News are 3 and 9, re-
spectively. However, we take this issue into account
by varying the number of sentences. Table 5 shows
the results of various numbers of sentences for de-
coding the Multi-News dataset. As result, we select

Num. of Sent. R-1 R-2 R-L
9 46.16 16.57 42.05
10 46.55 16.80 42.53
11 46.66 16.90 42.73
12 46.53 16.90 42.71
13 46.53 16.89 42.62

Table 5: Results on Multi-News dataset with different
number of sentence for decoding.

the top-11 sentences for Multi-News datasets fol-
lowing the performance of the validation set.
N-gram Blocking: Trigram blocking is adopted to
reduce redundancy for the decode process (Liu and
Lapata, 2019). In this study, we vary the values of
the n-gram from 3 to 6 to determine the best value.
Accordingly, we set the value of n equal to 5 for the

n-gram R-1 R-2 R-L
3 46.04 16.07 42.04
4 46.61 16.73 42.65
5 46.66 16.90 42.73
6 46.60 16.93 42.68

Table 6: Results on Multi-News dataset with different
numbers of n-gram blocking.

Multi-News dataset, which provides the best perfor-
mance in terms of R-1 and R-L.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce a new method for the EDS problem
by enriching global information using latent topics.
Specifically, we first generate the latent topics us-
ing well-known clustering algorithms. The outputs
are put into a HeterGNN as additional nodes for

enriching the feature representations of sentences.
The experiment on two benchmark datasets such as
CNN/DailyMail and Multi-News of both SDS and
MDS indicates the promising results of the proposed
method in this research field. A major drawback of
this study is that we use the same latent topic ag-
gregation method for both SDS and MDS problems.
Specifically, latent topics are suitable for the MDS
problem, which has been proved in this study. How-
ever, since the complex relationship between word
node and sentence node in multiple documents, a
further investigation on exploiting the relationship
between two types of nodes across multiple docu-
ments is able to improve the performance. There-
fore, further exploitation of topic aggregation for the
MDS problem is considered as our future work re-
garding this study.
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